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About Department


Use of Information Technology is growing in the Government and industrial sector. The multi-national
companies are building applications based on Cutting Edge Technology. They are using IT in their
operations and decision making. Due to this exponential growth, computer user community is facing
shortage of manpower, trained in developing quality solutions, and planning for long term IT
requirements. The need for human resources in the IT industry is being addressed at various levels.



Some degree programs are available at various universities, which are providing required technical
manpower in IT industries of the country. These degree programs focus mainly on entry level
knowledge, whereas the IT industry needs and much more refined skills for training, research and
development. Our IT branch provides sophisticated academic program that will have the necessary
depth and focus to meet the needs of both the user and the IT industry.



The following UG, PG and Ph. D. programs are offered by the college.
Undergraduate

Post Graduate

B. E. (Information Technology)

M. E. (Information Technology)

120 seats

Doctorate of Philosophy
Ph. D. (Information Technology)

18 seats

Objectives







Create leaders, trend-setters for the next generation of the IT industry.
Offer state-of-art information technology education.
Train individuals who would contribute substantially to the ambitious IT goals of the country.
Undertake joint R & D with IT industry.
Contribute to large developmental projects in government and public sector.
Help the industry to create infrastructure that would facilitate the Indian IT industry.

Vision of Department


Provide socially enriched and professional environment to transform the students into globally
competent IT engineers

Mission of Department






Provide learning ambience to impart quality technical education for students to develop into globally
competent technology professionals.
Prepare the students with strong fundamental concepts, analytical capability and problem solving skills.
To provide a dynamic learning environment that emphasizes open ended design, team work, leadership
and employability skills.
To prepare graduates with positive professional attitude and ethical values with spirit of social
commitment.
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Programme Education Outcomes
Engineering Graduates will be able to:
PEO.1:
Analyze and solve real-life problems through application of Information Technology and
fundamental knowledge of mathematics and science courses
PEO.2:
Succeed in diversified and applied areas with analysis, design and synthesis of data to create
novel products and solutions to meet current industrial and societal needs.
PEO.3:
Endure higher studies, research activities, and entrepreneurial skills and continue with lifelong
learning.
PEO.4:
Adhere to professional and ethical values, soft skills, teamwork and communication.
Programme Outcomes
Engineering Graduates will be able to:
PO1: Engineering knowledge:
Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering fundamentals, and an engineering
specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems.
PO2: Problem analysis:
Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex engineering problems
reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and
engineering sciences
PO3: Design/development of solutions:
Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design system components or processes
that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for the public health and safety,
and the cultural, societal, and environmental considerations
PO4: Conduct investigations of complex problems:
Use research-based knowledge and research methods including design of experiments, analysis
and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions.
PO5: Modern tool usage:
Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern engineering and IT
tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities with an
understanding of the limitations.
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PO6: The engineer and society:
Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal
and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering
practice.
PO7: Environment and sustainability:
Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in societal and environmental
contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for sustainable development.
PO8: Ethics:
Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms of the
engineering practice
PO9: Individual and teamwork:
Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in diverse teams, and in multi
disciplinary settings.
PO10: Communication:
Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the engineering community and
with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write effective reports and design
documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive clear instructions.
PO11: Project management and finance:
Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering and management principles and
apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in
multi disciplinary environments.
PO12: Life-long learning:
Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in independent and lifelong learning in the broadest context of technological change.
Program Specific Objectives (PSOs)
PSO.1: Problem solving using the knowledge of programming, Theory of Computation,
Data Structures and Discrete Mathematics.
PSO.2: Design and develop software and hardware solution by applying knowledge in
Database, Operating Systems, Computer Network & Security, System Architecture, Basic
Electronics and Software Engineering.
PSO.3: Analyze given information by applying Web Engineering,
Engineering, Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence in Concepts.
PSO.4: Demonstrate Awareness towards Professional
Social Issues and Readiness for Lifelong Learning.

Ethics,

Communication

Environment

Aspects,
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Cover Story

Futuristic Engineering
If you are engineer, you are probably
the type of person who wants to know how
things work. Whether it's the analysis or
design of products, processes or systems,
engineers are notoriously inquisitive. They
follow science and math into new frontiers.
Maybe you are dreaming of being the next
Nikola Tesla or Elon Musk. Or maybe you
want to tinker with robots or become the
real-life Tony Stark. There are a ton of
professional paths that make engineering
exceptionally fascinating.
Hey Amigo! Wake up, the day is new and
so are you.
We no longer wake up by the mother
hen's morning call which used to be a
natural alarm, the bird's chirping. Most of us
start our day by turning off the alarm,
followed by updating themselves either with
the news feeds or the social media
applications. We rely on the technology so
much that we have introduced it in our day
to day life. Now by lifestyle I mean the
gadgets we are used to. Earlier we use to
make the notes by writing it down on paper,
but now we have shifted it to the memos
(digitized notes). There has been drastic
shift in the past decade because of this ever
changing technology and up-gradation in the
lifestyle.
How many of us have wondered
about our own dreams. We quite do not
remember the dreams we have, but reading
the dreams is no longer a dream. There are
various products in the market, we have a

dream tracker. Shadow is one of the
applications that makes recording and
remembering your dreams extremely simple
which is created by designers Hunter Lee
Soik and Jason Carvalho. It simply is the
digital dream journal.You definitely have
heard
of
'SOHIA'
the
robot.
In 2017, social robot Sophia was given
citizenship of Saudi Arabia – the first robot
to be given legal personhood anywhere in
the world. So has received the citizenship. In
the following years they will be a part of our
daily life where we would be around robots
who walk, talk and even analyse things by
their own mind. There are other things than
robots walking around. Lets us get involved
in this adventure.
Futuristic watches are trending in the
markets. These futuristic watches come in
an array of forms from eco-friendly powered
timepieces to Smartphone-inspirations to
extreme watch-wearing tactics. This bundle
of futuristic watches do more than offer a
contemporary facade; its functions and builtin capabilities provides users with news,
health updates, credit card payments and
more. Moreover the fitness bands have
grabbed the attention of the market.
How can we forget space which we are part
of?
Willingness to explore life has been a
crucial part for the researchers and the
scientists.
As
an
evidence
space
photography has been advanced. Satellites
made by ISRO and their constant efforts of
6

introducing and exploring universe is
dynamic.
Aditya-L1 is the first Indian Solar
Coronagraphy spacecraft mission to study
solar corona in visible and near IR bands. It
is expected to be launched by April 2020.
In November 2020, they are planning
Chandrayaan-3 , RISAT-1A. In 2021 they
are planning Gangayaan which is the crewed
spacecraft. In 2022 NISAR which would be
a SAR satellite. In 2023 Sukrayaan-1 which
would be a Venus arbiter and in 2024 Lunar
Polar Exploration Mission which would be a
lunar
Lander
and
rover.
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emotion.Altogether
with
various
programming languages and the automation
tools, various industries have emerged
giving promising opportunities to the youth.
With the boom of artificial intelligence and
various new technologies in the market the
human resource requirement has change.
Companies are looking for the skilled
engineers and that too the creative ones to
make sure they cope up with the
technologies and the skillset required to
implement it.On the contrary the jobs
suffer too but recruits the person ready to be
moulded
and
learn
new
things.

Digitization has transformed our
world. The way we live, work, play, and
learn have all changed. Every organization
that wants to deliver the services that
customers and employees demand must
protect its network. Network security helps
you protect proprietary information from
attack. Ultimately it protects your
reputation.
With the strengthen network security
almost everyone has involved in online
banking. We are now moving towards the
cashless economy. We have shift from
everything offline to online ; including
documents,
bank
transactions,
food
ordering, applying for the government forms
and casualties, filing complaint, drone home
delivery, booking cabs and rooms, finding
and buying real estate and even paying fines.
We Indians have various religions and the
traditions we seem to follow, in all these we
have developed world’s first online Hindu
puja services. What else we are going to
build is of true mystery.
Algorithms which analyses the
behaviour of a person and describe his/her

An system which is as intelligent as
any human being and with the ability to
comprehend the data, which has been
trained on the desired data to predict future
output is doing wonders. Artificial
intelligence has been implemented in global
researches and still is contributing in almost
every industrial sector. Either the sector is
related to technology or it is non-technical.
In the food industry cold storages are
monitored till the human disease diagnosis
and even the parking lots, the emerging
technologies have helped in our day to day
lifestyle.
Our constant need to improvise
everytime for betterment is the reason of
evolving changes in our life’s and
technologies we are dealing with.
One of the application which is
integration of machine learning, data
science, deep learning, and computer vision
is the self-driving cars. Self-driving vehicles
are going to be the next renaissance shaking
up the whole transportation industry. The
probable benefits of introducing these selfdriving vehicles is it will reduce number of
7

crashes, need for emergency services, saving
man-hours, cost of car ownership & also
indirect savings from shorter commutes and
less carbon emissions. As the self-driving
vehicles will be on the road the rate of
accidents will also fall dramatically, which
will ultimately lead to safer driving. The
issue of traffic control will also be benefited.
Sygic has developed a product which
helps drivers navigate safely. Sygic’s Headup-Display (HUD) product projects
navigation information onto drivers’
windshield, so they never have to take their
eye off the road to look out for the cars or
even look down on the navigation software.
Smart Automation has boomed in the past
decade. Google home is one of the best
example of the home automation. AI virtual
assistants have been introduced in the Indian
market. It is implemented via text, with
Conversica's Intelligent Virtual Assistants
for business; via voice with Amazon
Alexa on the Amazon Echo device, Siri on
an iPhone, or Google Assistant on Googleenable / android mobile devices; and by
taking and/or uploading images, as in the
case of Samsung Bixby on the Samsung
Galaxy S8. Virtual assistant uses NLP
(Natural Language Processing), which on a
whole new field. We make the system
“learn” anything by using the Artificial
Neural Network (ANN). Today, neural
networks are used for solving many business
problems such as sales forecasting, customer
research, data validation, and risk
management.
All this advancement in the
technology is due to the data. To create and
update data we too have to store data.
Everyday we create new content. For
analysis we need the huge dataset so we can
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predict on it. Using various data science
tools helps in predicting the market and in
tracing the trend in businesses. While
dealing with such huge exposure to the data
we need to a system or technique to handle
it.
Over
2.5
quintillion
bytes
of data are created every single day, and it's
only going to grow from there. By 2020, it's
estimated that 1.7MB of data will be created
every second for every person on earth.
With these growing numbers, it is no
surprise that data is on everyone's mind and
data breaches are so crucial these days.
These statistics tell a story of how people are
interacting, engaging and are key to
marketing initiatives for many companies.
The IDC (International Data Corporation)
predicts that by 2025, the total amount of
digital data created worldwide will rise to
163 zettabytes, ballooned by the growing
number of devices and sensors.
For managing huge data we have
Apache Hadoop, Microsoft HD Insight,
Parallel Data Warehouse (PDW), big data,
and cloud computing, quantum computing.
Cloud-based quantum computing is the
invocation of quantum emulators, simulators
or
processors
through
the cloud.
Increasingly, cloud services
are
being
looked on as the method for providing
access to quantum processing.
With increasing dependency on the
technology comes the risk of health issues
which can totally ruin our life in every way.
According
to
Digital
responsibility
organization,” Technology can have a large
impact on users' mental and physical health.
Being overly connected can cause
psychological issues such as distraction,
narcissism,
expectation
of
instant
8

gratification, and even depression. Beside
affecting users' mental health, use of
technology can also have negative
repercussions on physical health causing
vision problems, hearing loss, and neck
strain.” We have developed various mental
disorders and even tremendous stress. Stress
relief gadgets is the new market, there are
various applications and even products that
are said to relieve stress by one or other
way. The routine we follow is the reason we
are
facing
mental
health
issues.
We can sum up to the world where
the future depends on the automation,
quantum and cloud computing, data science,
virtual reality, automation, blockchain and
AI. These technologies have advanced in
almost every field.
There is no doubt that the researchers and
the programmers are still working for the
best to see what we are capable of
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introducing in the world. In the world
dominated by machines around us ; Focus
which is on the quality, accessibility and
most of it on the comfort of human race, we
are always learning new aspects and we
engineer it in various applications and
systems which will improvise the work and
the
product.

Article By.
Ms. Bhargavi Praful Upadhye
Final Year Sec A
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Seminars and Workshops taken under Student Activity

1. Technical talk on “Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence” was organized by
department of Information Technology on 10/07/2019. For this event Prof. Deepali Pande
Assistant Professor, Dept. of CSE, Sipna COET, Amravati as a speaker person.
2. Seminar on "Video Game Development Industry and Opportunities for Engineers" was
organized on 18/07/2019. Mr. Chetan Ingle Director of Apogiv Pvt. Ltd., Video game solution
company, Amravati was the Chief Guest for this seminar and they guided our students.
3. Seminar on “Abroad Education Awareness and Opportunities” was conducted on
23/07/2019 in IT department for which Ms. Gauri Kale and Mr. Ashvin Alsi (Co-Founders,
Proficient Test Prep, Amravati) were presented as Chief Guest

4. Seminar on “SDLC in I. T. Industry and Insights of Automation Testing” was organized by
IT department on 27/07/2019. Ms. Anagha Jagat Test Lead, Xoriant Solutions Pvt. Ltd, Pune
was the Guest of honor of the day.
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5. Teacher’ s Day is celebrated every year on 5th September on occasion of birth anniversary
of our 2nd President of India, Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan. Since last 6 years, Department of
I. T. and its students, celebrate this day in a social way. This time, the students along with the
teachers went to Matoshri Old Age Home, and celebrated the Teacher’s Day along with all the
residents of Old Age Home.
Prof. Dr. V. S. Gulhane, H. O. D., I.T. Dept., Bhuyar Sir, Rohankar Sir, Thakur Sir,
Jaisinghani Sir, Kale Sir, Dahake Sir, Govindwar Sir, Tarbani Sir and Dhande Sir along with
the 2nd, 3rd and 4th year students were present there. A short program was taken in presence
of all the residents of old age home, which began by the traditional lamp lightning ceremony
followed by garlanding the portrait of Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan. The students did
contribution, bought all ingredients to make lunch for all, and also served them jalebis after the
lunch.
A sapling was also planted there as a symbol of remembrance which will always grow
and remind them of us. The residents were very touched by the hospitality and help done by the
complete I.T. department. The visit ended with a vote of thanks given by the student. It was a
lifetime memory for all those who were present there.
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6. Seminar on “Impact of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence on our Future” was
organised by department of Information Technology on 01/08/2019 at MBA Seminar Hall.
This seminar was given by Mr. Suyash Zawar (Founder and CEO, Effigrity Solutions, Pune)
7. Interaction of students with Japanese delegates on “Step up your Global Career” was
organized on 22/08/2019 at Civil Seminar Hall for I. T., CSE and EXTC students. Mr. Mitsuo
Matsutani Founder of Au-Source Co. Ltd., Japan, Founder of an IT Company in Japan Mr.
Masahiro Kaido and Mr. Rajesh DasFounder of Kotoba Business Consulting Pvt. Ltd., Kolkata
were the guest of honor for the day

8. Technical Session on “Big Data Analytics and Data Science” was conducted on 20/09/2019
at CSE Seminar Hall, Sipna COET, Amravati for second year & third year students of CSE and
I.T. Mr. Suyog Potdar (Sr. ETL and Big Data Engineer, TCS, Pune ) and Mr. Rahul Mishra

(Data Scientist and Machine Learning Engineer, TCS, Bangalore) was the Guest of honor of
the day.
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9. Two days Workshop on “Internet of Things” was conducted in the IT department from
21/09/2019 to 22/09/2019. For the first year, second year & third year students of CSE & I.T..
This workshop was conducted by the students for the students. Mr. Sushil Mohad and Mr.
Madhav Laddha (3rd year I. T. Students) conducted this workshop.
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10. A seminar on “Google Crowdsource” was organized in department of Information
Technology on 17/10/2019. Omkumar Badhai a student of 4th Year, CSE student Google
Crowdsource program Campus Representative conducted this seminar.
11. Alumni Interaction on Topic, “Strategy to crack the Interviews” followed by mock
interviews was conducted on 25/06/2019. Alumini from 2007 batch Mr. Rahul Patil Principal
Software Engineer, Nuance India Private Limited, Pune conducted the interaction.
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12. Alumni Interaction on Topic, “Working culture in I. T. Industries” followed by mock
interviews was organized on 13/07/2019.
Sr. No.

Chief Guest

Guest Profile

1.

Junaid Sheikh

B2B Centre of Exchange Manager, Bajaj Finserv,
Pune

2.

Ritesh Wankhade

Sr. Unit Manager, Bajaj Finserv, Pune

3.

Abhijeet Kankale

API Testing, Bajaj Finserv, Pune

4.

Sankeet Pise

Software Tester, Vodafone Pvt. Ltd., Pune

5.

Pramay Karule

Software Developer, Marvel Pvt. Ltd., Pune

6.

Mayur Sojrani

Sr. iOS Developer, Q-Logic Technologies, Pune

7.

Pratik Tare

Business Analyst, Valethi Technologies, Nagpur

8.

Neeraj Vithalani

System Engineer, TCS, Pune

13. Mock interviews were conducted on 27/07/209 for the students of Information Technology
Department
Sr.

Chief Guest

Guest Profile

1.

Ms. Anagha Jagat

Test Lead, Xoriant Solutions Pvt. Ltd., Pune

2.

Mr. Mandar Pande

Project Manager, MRR Soft, Nagpur

3.

Mr. Pranit Mohata

Assistant Consultant, TCS, Pune

4.

Neeraj Vithalani

System Engineer, TCS, Pune

No.
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14. Seminar on "Shortcuts for cracking the Aptitude" was organized on 30/07/2019
Miss. Pratiksha Burange Alumni of Instrumentation Department, 2012 Batch was delivered the
seminar.
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Placement

Following students got placed from Department of I. T. in different companies.
Sr. No.

Name of Student

Company Name

1

Aniket Tiratkar

Tata Consultancy Services

2

Pragati Bhawar

Tata Consultancy Services

3

Pratik Kale

Tata Consultancy Services

4

Priya Hemnani

Tata Consultancy Services

5

Bhargavi Upadhye

Global Logic

6

Abhishekh Donge

Smart Data

7

Chitra Chauhan

Eturnus Solution

8

Harshada Joshi

Epic Research

9

Samrudhi Kapoor

Epic Research

10

Shivani Khond

Epic Research

11

Shruti Pusegaonkar

Bitwise Pune

12

Harshada Joshi

Beldar Tech Flake
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Student Achievements
Following students were class toppers in Winter 2019 University Exam.
Sr. No.

Name

Rank in Class

Year and Section

1.

Ms. Mayuri Sanjay Dudhe

1st Topper

2nd yr sec A

2.

Mr. Lakhan Ramprakash Rathi

1st Topper

2nd yr sec B

3.

Ms. Achal Vilasrao Kitukale

1st Topper

3rd yr sec A

4.

Ms. Vaishnavi Sanjay Fale

1st Topper

3rd yr sec B

5.

Ms.Juhi Budhaji Khobragade

1st Topper

4th yr sec A

6.

Ms. Rashi Manoj Gulhane

1st Topper

4th yr sec B

About Institution
DEPARTMENT
OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Sipna College of Engineering and Technology, Amravati.
Vision:
To provide quality professional education and conducive
environment to students to emerge as a model proficient
institute.

Prof. Dr. V. S. Gulhane
H. O. D.
E-Mail: v_gulhane@rediffmail.com

Mission:

 To create scholarly and vibrant environment for
professional excellence.

 To contribute to advancement of knowledge in basic and

Address
Sipna Campus,
Badnera road,
Amravati, 444701.

applied areas of engineering and technology.

 To be an institute of choice in the region by developing,
managing and transferring contemporary technologies.

 To build mutually valuable terms with society, industry and
Alumni.

Phone:- 0721-2522342

Website: www.sipnaengg.ac.in
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